
Meditation with Noémie
More relaxed in life, more focused at work



Do you find it hard to concentrate on your job?
Do you have trouble with your sleep?
Do your thoughts keep spinning around while all
your want is focus, clarity and peace?
Do you often feel overwhelmed and don't even
know where to start?
Do you often feel stressed?
Do you want to feel more connected to yourself
and others?
Do you wonder where your creativity has gone?
Do you want to free yourself from old patterns
that no longer serve you?

Ever thought about
meditation?
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How are you today?



Yes, but …
it's just not for me

I just can't sit still

I'm too lazy 

I just can't keep up with a regular

routine

No, because …
it's just not for me

I don't have the time

I'm too lazy

I'm embarrassed, I don't dareI have not yet found the right

meditation technique for me
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my inner resistance is too strong.

my inner resistance is too strong.

To be honest … 

All this sounds like lame excuses to me and I think it's high time for you to let them go. 



The positive effects of regular meditation on the brain have
already been scientifically proven many times by now. And
the good news is: Everybody can meditate! Meditation is for
everyone and can be integrated into every life. In yours too!

improvement of concentration, creativity and
mental flexibility
better stress management and mental resistance
increased feeling of happiness
stronger immune system
fewer inflammatory reactions
reduced release of the stress hormone cortisol
less susceptibility to migraine
slower ageing
and much more.  
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Proven positive effects of regular meditation:



I can adapt my offer to your individual needs and address specific topics such as stress,
chronic exhaustion, anxiety, etc. 
Especially beginners benefit from being introduced to this new and unknown world of
meditation by an experienced expert who guides them by giving clear and custom-made
instructions.
You can contact me with individual questions via email.
You feel personally more connected to a real person than you would be, let's say, to an
app. The live sessions create a relationship based on trust which encourages you to
practice and show up regularly and stick to it. This contributes significantly to the full
unfolding of the health-promoting effects of the meditations.
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Why meditate with a personal teacher?
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My offer
Package 2: 8 sessions (30 minutes each)

Package 1: 4 sessions (30 minutes each) 
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Individual online meditation sessions

Individual sessions are the right thing for you if you want
more intimacy and time flexibility. 
I take you by the hand and show you different meditation
methods, so that you can find out which ones you like. 
I will hold you accountable, motivate you and answer your
individual questions. 

On 4 dates of your choice I will show and explain
meditations to you and we will meditate together. 
Live via zoom.
Value: 150,00 EUR

On 8 dates of your choice I will show and explain
meditations to you and we will meditate together. 
Live via zoom.
Value: 290,00 EUR

BONUS
To support you in between appointments, I provide you
with audio recording for your independent practice.
And I answer your questions via email.



Regular meditation has been an integral part of my
life for many years. It has helped me through difficult
phases of my life, gives me more strength, confidence
and focus. Meditation makes my life richer, both on a
personal and professional level.

I want to transmit the joy of meditation and show that
really everyone can meditate.

As a teacher I facilitate group and individual sessions,
both live and online. On my journey, I have tried out
many different styles: Guided meditations, chakra
meditations, MBSR, Vipassana, active meditations ...
and can draw from a rich pool of techniques.

07About me
Noémie Causse, Meditation teacher from Berlin               

Trainings

8 weeks of MBSR (Berlin, May/June 2018)
OSHO Meditation: In-Depth & Facilitator Training
(Lesbos, Greece, July 2019)
200 hours Meditation teacher training with Punnu
Singh Wasu (Bali, February 2020)
20 hours Basics of Pranayama with Sri Nanda
Kumar, Senior Iyengar Yoga Master (Online,
September/October 2020)



Get in touch!
Noémie Causse
noemie@spiritandthecity.online
www.spiritandthecity.online
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http://www.spiritandthecity.online/
https://www.instagram.com/noemieevacausse/
https://www.facebook.com/noemiecausse
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noemiecausse/
https://www.xing.com/profile/Noemie_Causse/cv

